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stellar

by Sebastian Herkner
PENDANT LAMP

Sending hazy transparencies and rippled waves across your interior universe comes the
stellar range of pendant lights. Inspired by the intergalactic, Sebastian Herkner has used
repetition in pattern and geometric sensibility to create a collection bordering on the
unidentified. Like seeing the night skies brightest through a telescope, stellar’s soft glow
requires closer inspection to see its detailed surface. Appearing like deep ravines on the
moons surface, its handblown glass form reveals a semi-sphere full of curved ridges.
Frosted acetate is added to its smooth opposite, creating a warming glow.

YEAR OF DESIGN

2018

MATERIAL

handblown glass, coloured
DIMENSIONS (mm)
MINI
Ø 180

Ø 230
MEDIUM Ø 310
BIG
Ø 390
SMALL

COLOURS + ART. NR

PROCESS

HALF
HALF
MINI
SMALL
MEDIUM
BIG

aubergine acetato
aubergine
7903AUB_50
7900AUB_50
7901AUB_50
7902AUB_50

smoky grey acetato
smoky grey
7903G_50
7900G_50
7901G_50
7902G_50

transparent acetato
transparent
7903T_50
7900T_50
7901T_50
7902T_50

white acetato
white
7903W_50
7900W_50
7901W_50
7902W_50

Each piece is created from
uncoloured or coloured, partlysand-blasted, handblown glass.
Bubbles, streaks and other
variations in size and colour
are part of the production
process, and not defects of the
design or production.

stellar mini & stellar small
PENDANT LAMPS

SHADE

LIGHT SOURCE

handblown glass, coloured
HANGING SYSTEM

3200 mm textile cable,
3900 mm stainless steel wire
and ceiling cup
DIMENSIONS (mm)
Ø 180 mini
Ø 230 small

Bulb: LED
Bulb fitting: E27
Dimensions (mm): Ø 45 ×75 H
Power consumption: 4 Watt
Voltage (V): 220–240; 50/60 Hz
Lifetime: 30 000 h
Colour temperature: 2700 K
Lumen: 400 lm
Energy class: A++
Finish: warm white

A++

180

230

stellar medium & big
PENDANT LAMPS

SHADE

LIGHT SOURCE

handblown glass

HANGING SYSTEM

3200 mm textile cable,
3900 mm stainless steel wire
and ceiling cup
DIMENSIONS (mm)
Ø 310 medium
Ø 390 big

Bulb: LED filament
Bulb fitting: E27
Dimensions (mm): Ø 80 ×120 H
Power consumption: 2 Watt
Voltage (V): 220–240; 50/60 Hz
Lifetime: 30 000 h
Colour temperature: 2700 K
Lumen: 806lm
Energy class: A++
Finish: warm white

A++

310

390

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Regular cleaning and maintenance is important in order to keep your pulpo product looking its best and to prolong its life. Always remove any kind of dirt as soon
as possible. We recommend that you first test a small, invisible area to ensure
that no colour change or damage arises to the product. Do not use materials for
maintenance that contain abrasive agents or are basic, acid or organic.

GLASS CLEANING
For dusting and light cleaning of glass use a soft, dry cloth. For further cleaning
gently wipe the surface with a soft cloth wrung in clean water and a non-abrasive commercial glass cleaner. Dry immediately afterwards with a soft, dry and
clean cloth. Please note that bubbles, streaks and other variations in size and
colour are part of the production process, and not defects of the design or
production of handmade glass.
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